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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY. 
TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE CULMINATION OF YOUR 
HARD WORK AND INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED. MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS AND 
WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS! 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
WELCOME TO THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY OF 2012 
FOR THE 
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE 
BANKATLANTIC CENTER 
SUNRISE, FLORIDA 
Sunday, the Twenty-seventh of May, Two Thousand and Twelve 
One O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTERS DEGREES 
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Prelude 
*Processional 
Crown Imperial (1937) ..................... ............ .................................................................... Walton 
Convening the Commencement. ....... ............................................. Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores, M.D. 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Presiding Officer. .......... ..................... ...................................... ................. ... George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D. 
President and Chief Executive Officer, Nova Southeastern University 
*Star Spangled Banner ............. ....................... ............ .......... ......... ................. .... .............. ......... Key/Smith 
Of say can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight, 
0' er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there; 
Of say does that star-spangled banner yet wave, 
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
Opening Introductions and Welcoming .. ................ ....... ... ... ....... .... .. .. Frederick Lippman, ·R.Ph., Ed.D. 
Health Professions Division Chancellor 
Opening Remarks .................................................................................................. George L. Hanbury II 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Doctor of Humane Letters ..................................................................................... George L. Hanbury II 
Commencement Address ...... ................... .............. ................... ...... ................................. Jonathan Cohn 
Journalist, Author, and Nationally Recognized Analyst of Health Care 
Presentation of Candidates for Degrees ................................................................. Frank DePiano, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Ph.D. in Physical Therapy .......................................................... Stanley Wilson, PT, Ed.D., CEAS 
Dean, College of Health Care Sciences 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
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Doctor of Dental Medicine ........................................................................ Robert A. Uchin, D.D.S. 
Dean, College of Dental Medicine 
Doctor of Optometry ..................... .... .................................... David S. Loshin, O.D., Ph.D., FAAO 
Dean, College of Optometry 
Doctor of Pharmacy ................................................................ Andres Malave, Ph.D., M.S., B.S.Ph. 
Dean, College of Pharmacy 
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine ....... Anthony]. Silvagni, D.O., Pharm.D., M.Sc., FACOFP dist. 
Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Master of Biomedical Sciences ............................................... Harold E. Laubach, Ph.D., M.S., B.S. 
Dean, College of Medical Sciences 
Master of Biomedical Informatics 
Master of Public Health ..................................................................................... Anthony ]. Silvagni 
Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Presentation of Oaths 
Physical Therapy Oath ................. ................................ Madeleine A. Hellman, PT, Ed.D., M.H.M. 
Chair, Physical Therapy Department 
Director, Doctor of Physical Therapy Program 
College of Health Care Sciences 
Dental Medicine Oath ........................................... .......... ....................... Steven M. Kelner, D.M.D. 
Associate Dean/Professor, Curriculum Affairs 
College of Dental Medicine 
Optometric Oath .......................................... .... ........................................... Kenneth D. Boyle, O.D. 
President of the Florida 
Optometric Association 
Pharmacist's Oath .. ..... .... ... ...... ..... .... ................... ..................... ............. ..... ... ... Carsten Evans, Ph.D. 
Assistant Dean, Continuing Education 
College of Pharmacy 
Osteopathic Oath ..... ................................. ............................................. Elaine Wallace, D.O., M.S. 
Executive Associate Dean of Academics/Professor 
College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Conferral of Degrees .............................................................................................. George L. Hanbury II 
Closing Remarks .................................................................................................... George L. Hanbury II 
Dismissal of the Commencement ................. .. ............................................ Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores 
*Nova Southeastern University Anthem ... .......... ...... ........ .......... ............ ..... .......... ..... ...... ......... Cavanaugh 
*Recessional 
Hail thee, Nova Southeastern! 
Bright sun shining new; 
Radiant star of our morning, 
Ever rising, true; 
May thy wisdom serve as our constant guide 
and thy love a beacon strong, 
as throughout the world we spread thy name 
joining voice in grateful song: 
Nova Southeastern, Alma Mater, 
By thy light imbue, 
Service, honor, loyalty, 
'til our days are through. 
Love thee, Gray and Blue! 
La Rejouissance .... ............... ....... ............. ................ .................................... ..... ................. Handel 
From Music for the Royal Fireworks 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
Presented by Stanley Wilson, PT, Ed.D., CEAS 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Frederik A. Adams .... ................ .. ... ....... Miami, Florida Jennifer Ann Kappler* ........................... Largo, Florida 
Martina Ann Alfonso ..................... Bradenton, Florida Marcie Lynn Keyser ........ ...... ..... Eldersburg, Maryland 
Stephen John Barborini* ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kristi Joy Kline* ... ................. ......... . Worthington, Ohio 
David Larry Barrows ... ................. ...... Orlando, Florida Randy B. Lagmay ............................ Kissimmee, Florida 
Mark Andrew Blank. ...... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Jillian Lerner ..................................... Parkland, Florida 
Ashley Noel Bonvento ... .. .... West Palm Beach, Florida Jennifer Nicole Long .............. ...... Haines City, Florida 
Vanessa Maree Brockhouse ................. Tampa, Florida Mara Yahira Lopez .............................. Hialeah, Florida 
Ann Marie Brodsky .................. ... Evergreen, Colorado Massimo Lucchetta* .......... ...... .... . Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Douglas S. Carroll ................ Havertown, Pennsylvania Andrew Earle Mann ...................... Melbourne, Florida 
Marissa Anne Corveleyn ... .. ...... Coral Springs, Florida Janna Mashenskaya* ........... ... ....... Boca Raton, Florida 
Katie E. Crowley ..... .................. Cranston, Rhode Island Michelle Leigh Maubach* ............. Tallahassee, Florida 
Jason Richard Dearholt ...... ........ ..... Zionsville, Indiana Jennifer Lynn Miano* .................. New York, New York 
Allison Kay Edwards .................. Coral Springs, Florida Kelly Marie Noonan ...... ....... ...... ..... ..... }upiter, Florida 
Brian Eikevik .................................... Parkland, Florida Shiralee Patel .... ... .... ...... ..... ...... ........ . Rockford, Illinois 
Lori M. Eisenbach .......... ... ................ .... Manvel, Texas Valerie Perret-Gentil* ...... ......... .......... .. Miami, Florida 
Anne Marie Floyd .... ................ Sumter, South Carolina Jessica Sally Pincus ...... ..... ...... ..... Pinellas Park, Florida 
Ketreena Roshawn Footman ............. ..... Davie, Florida Madison Reda ....................................... Ocala, Florida 
Lauren Ann Freve .............................. . Elkhart, Indiana Daniel Alex Reed* ..... ... ... .. . North Lauderdale, Florida 
Yakia Graham ..................... Effingham, South Carolina Emily Marie Rizzo ........ .................... ... .. Miami, Florida 
Christina Camisa Guarnieri* ................ Warren, Ohio Laura Clevenger Straut* ........................ Davie, Florida 
Tina Mancini Gutierrez* ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida Quinn Elizabeth Thomas* ...... .... Auburn, Washington 
Jonathan Haimes* ........................ .......... Davie, Florida Phuong Anh Tran* ......... ... ........... Boca Raton, Florida 
Hillary Hamer ...... ....................... Markesan, Wisconsin John Marc Vander Veer .................. Plantation, Florida 
Mariesa Margaret Hardin .... ..... ...... ... Parkland, Florida Vanessa Villarroel* ....... .. ..... ....... ...... .. . Sunrise, Florida 
laB rent Harrell.. ............. ... . .Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Shelby Jayne Warner* ........ Southwest Ranches, Florida 
Jamie Lee Hutchings ................ Narberth, Pennsylvania 
*Graduated with honors 
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPy-TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM 
Shareel Audette Anderson ..... ......... Kingston, Jamaica Kenneth Lee .... ............. ..................... Miramar, Florida 
Ana Maria Gondrez Chai Chong* .. Kingston, Jamaica Bianca Sonja Lutchman ................ ........ ... Point Fortin, 
Fulgencio Claveria ... ..... ....................... Tampa, Florida Trinidad and Tobago 
Karielle Maryse De Bique ............................ Lowlands, Joyce Rachel Maring* ............................... Washington, 
Trinidad and Tobago District of Columbia 
Amy Nicole DuPree .......... ....................... Lutz, Florida Kimberly McKinney* .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Denise Edwards ............................ ..... Lithonia, Georgia Stacey Drake Richardson ........... Palmetto Bay, Florida 
Demetrius Lynn Freeman ..... Sammamish, Washington Stephen D. Silverberg* ..................... Miramar, Florida 
Frances T. Guardo ............... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Melissa K. Johnson ... ..... .............. ..... ... Senoia, Georgia 
Jaime Maria Silvestri-Bliss* ....................... Swampscott, 
Massachusetts 
Adela Ernestina Kellogg* ...... ............. . Hialeah, Florida Nancy Rubin Smith* ............................. Davie, Florida 
Constance L. Lamons ................ Coral Springs, Florida Sheila Mary Walsh* .................. Land O'Lakes, Florida 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Demetrius Lynn Freeman ..... Sammamish, Washington 
Claudia Capelle Gazsi .................... Lititz, Pennsylvania 
William James Hanney .................... Rockledge, Florida 
Jennifer Ann MaL ...................... .. ........ Dubuque, Iowa 
*Graduated with honors 
Michael Frank Masaracchio ......... Brooklyn, New York 
Cindy June McGregor ... Bainbridge Island, Washington 
Emilio Joseph Puentedura ............... Las Vegas, Nevada 
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COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE 
Presented by Robert A. Uchin, D.D.S. 
DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE 
Koosha Aghajani ..... ..... .... ..... ...... ... Encino, California Dustin E. Haller .... ..... ........................... Miami, Florida 
Anna Carolina Aller .......................... Weston, Florida Mariam Nader Haroun ......................... Miami, Florida 
Eduardo F. Gil Araujo ......................... Hialeah, Florida Sarika Basavaraj Heggannavar ..... Boca Raton, Florida 
Atta Khalil Bader. ............................... Amman, Jordan Robert A. Hemphill ................... Fairfield, Connecticut 
Arghavan Bahramnejad ............... Cooper City, Florida David Hernandez ................................... Davie, Florida 
Mark Allen Baker ........................ Salt Lake City, Utah Bianca M. Hillers ............................. Hypoluxo, Ftorida 
Morgan Tyler Ball ... .................... Spokane, Washington Steven T. Horwitz ............. ........ .... Boca Raton, Florida 
Joseph James Breig ............... West Palm Beach, Florida Ryo Hosaka ....... .............. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Jeffrey Smith Bullock ....... Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada Chiung Feng Hsu ............................. Suwanee, Georgia 
Nicholas R. Button* ................... .Kalamazoo, Michigan Jiangian Hu ............................. Cherry Hill, New Jersey 
Heydi P. Cardenas .................................. Davie, Florida Issa Issa .................... ............. ......... Boca Raton, Florida 
Marisol Carbonell ................. Hialeah Gardens, Florida Karla Jaquez ..................................... Plantation, Ftorida 
Jean Rene Pierre Charles .... .Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Sangou Jeng ............................................ Davie, Florida 
Allison Michele Cohen ................. Hollywood, Florida Neesha Jivan ................................ Placentia, California 
Dustin L. Cohen ............. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Justin W. Johnson .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kelly Renee Cooper* .................... Boca Raton, Florida Zaileen Juma ........................................ Houston, Texas 
Timothy A. Crouch ............ Statesville, North Carolina Ashkan Khoshrou ...................... Aliso Viejo, California 
Armaghan Aimee Dehbozorgi ... Palmetto Bay, Florida Ji-Yoon Kim .................................... Gainesville, Florida 
Agustin Drubi ..................... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida Miri Kim* ..... ........................... . Los Angeles, California 
Faisal Elhussein ..... .................. Temple Terrace, Florida Stacey Kwok ........................ Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Nina Maria Karin Endstrasser* ... Neubiberg, Germany Shruthi Mysore Lakshmana .................... Mysore, India 
Elaine Espinet Kusnier .. ........ ............. Surfside, Florida Jonathan Daniel Lane* ............... Palm Harbor, Florida 
Frederique M. Faucheu ................. Emerainville, France Roxanne Lawrence ....... Basseterre, St. Kitts and Nevis 
Maria Alexandra Flores ............. Coral Gables, Florida Adam M. Lazar ................................ Maitland, Florida 
Shane Francis .... Ladysmith, British Columbia, Canada Krystina Lepore ..................... .... ..... ... ... .. Davie, Florida 
Joshua R. Frye ..................... Fall River Mills, California Elodie Majewski Levy ........ ........... . Boca Raton, Florida 
Tommy Gaertner .................................... Davie, Florida Edward Henry Lombana-Cano ...... Melbourne, Ftorida 
Elena Garcia ......... ................................. Miami, Florida Sara C. Lopez .................................. Plantation, Florida 
Sarah Goldstein ..................................... Davie, Florida Deborah E. Luis ..................................... Davie, Florida 
Juan Carlos Gonzalez ....... ............. ........ Miami, Florida Raquel Maria Magarelli ....................... Sunrise, Florida 
Michael James Gostigian ............... Fort Myers, Florida Gauri Dipak Mankame ...... ............. Plantation, Florida 
Priya Goyal.. .......................... Rochester Hills, Michigan Chelsea Mansfield ............. Arnprior, Ontario, Canada 
Thomas B. Grant ....................... Winchester, Tennessee Anthony Joseph Massaro* ..... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Carlos A. Gutierrez ........................ Hollywood, Florida Sagar Shreekant Mauskar .......... North Miami, Florida 
Dylan Hagerty ........................... Land O'Lakes, Florida Sheila N. Mazhari ................... Gaithersburg, Maryland 
Taravat Haghollahi ............. Sherman Oaks, California Kevin P. McCaffrey* .......................... Atlantis, Florida 
Nicole L. Hall... ............................... Littleton, Colorado Mark N. McCawley ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
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Fernanda B. McCosh ............. Deerfield Beach, Florida Laurie A. Rodio* ................... Hammonton, New Jersey 
David Alexander McLeod ..... .................... Hampstead, Brandy L. Rubinski ........................ Fort Myers, Florida 
North Carolina Sylvia Maria Santana .......................... Weston, Florida 
Yilian Lopez Mendez ....................... ... . Hialeah, Florida Amrita Marajh Selz... ................... Trinidad and Tobago 
Vivian Maria Menendez-Llera ........ .... Hialeah, Florida Gary Senderovich ............ Brampton, Ontario, Canada 
Lygia Nabors ............. ........... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida Anand Shah ..................................... Hypoluxo, Florida 
Nikzad Nafisi .......... .................. Las Angeles, California Pamela Lauren Shelling* .............. Boca Raton, Florida 
HoangOanh S. Nguyen ........... ....... ... Orlando, Florida Aristo Shyn ........................ .]acksonville Beach, Florida 
Nancy Van Nguyen* .. ........................... Miami, Florida Gladston Silva ................................. Plantation, Florida 
Brian Nitzberg ............................ .. .. Hollywood, Florida Neil Singh .............................. ............. Chicago, Illinois 
Suncica Obrenovic .............................. Belgrade, Serbia Vernon Stephen Smith ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Sean K. Odenwalder ................... San Diego, California Melissa Renae Sterling ......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Tico T. Ovsepyan .......................... .. ....... Davie, Florida Adi Suta ................................... Lawrenceville, Georgia 
Tetyana Parsons* .................... Boynton Beach, Florida David Ian Sutton ............ .. ......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Chirag N. Patel ........................ Chatsworth, California Michael A. Swindasz .. .. ... .. .............. .. .. . Tampa, Florida 
Dipesh V. Patel.. .................................... Rome, Georgia Hasan A. Syed .. .. ................................ Roswell, Georgia 
Jignesh D. Patel ................................ Lake City, Florida Bruce Terry Tharp ........................ Snowflake, Arizona 
Urvi Patel ....................................... Gainesvilte, Florida Brent Anthony Tibbet ...... .. .. Canyon Lake , California 
Lindsey Jean Pedersen .. .. ................... .Deerfield, Illinois Yeneir Urquiza ......................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Paola Alejandra Pellerano* ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida Todd A. Vazana ................ North Miami Beach, Florida 
Tahimara Perez ............ .. .............. . Lake Worth, Florida Goda Devi Subha Hajeebu Venkata ...... Coral Springs, 
Delia Maria Garcia Pino ................ Caracas, Venezuela Florida 
Gordon P. Pocialik ........... Clinton Township, Michigan Christina Wei-Jing Wang .... .. ........ . Milpitas, California 
Amelia Randolph ...... .. ................... Gainesville, Florida Michael S. Weyrauch ............................. Davie, Florida 
Natalie Reboredo ... .. ....................... .. .. Hialeah, Florida Jill Ilana Young* ................................ Munster, Indiana 
Rawad M. Riman .. .. ................. Los Angeles, California Cynthia Wein-Chai Yu* ....................... Miami, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
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COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY 
Presented by David S. Loshin, O.D., Ph.D., FAAO 
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY 
Yissell Sanchez Acosta .... .. West New York, New jersey Kimmy Phuong Hoang ................ Monticello, Arkansas 
Alissa Alterman* ....... ............ ...... .}acksonville, Florida Michele Holland ............................ Spring Hill, Florida 
Nancy Ann Argano* .............. Staten Island, New York Mahsa Hosseini Modarres ...... North Vancouver, British 
Michael Au** ............................. Coral Springs, Florida Columbia, Canada 
Chun Hang Au Yeung ........................... Davie, Florida Anthony T. Huynh ............. Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Justin Alexander Autry ...... .. ......... Glen Allen, Virginia Jennifer Danielle Idoni ............ Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Brett Allen Balocca ......................... Scammon, Kansas Petra Jo** ........................................ Plantation, Florida 
Marta Andrea Banh ................... Livermore, California Jenalyn M. Jotie* ......................... San Diego, California 
Deisy Bautista ....................................... Garland, Texas Doo Kang* ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Mitchell William Bell* ....... Cobourg, Ontario, Canada Sonia Kaur ................. Mountlake Terrace, Washington 
Melody Bolanos .. ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Samantha Ann Kawa ..................... Key Largo, Florida 
Alexandra C. Boldis ........................ Plantation, Florida Sarah Kaitlin King ............................. Berea, Kentucky 
Genevieve Bryan ..... ............... ........ Gainesville, Florida Steven Ross Klein ......................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Danielle Therese Callegari .... Germantown, Tennessee Ryan Christopher Knox ............ Watertown, New York 
Ernesto Cepero ........................... Coral Gables, Florida Tara Nicole Koza .................................... Largo, Florida 
Jocelyn Marie Cercone ................... Bradenton, Florida Davina Stephanie Kuhnline* .............. Spokane Valley, 
Daniel Hyunmin Cho .................... Sanjose, California Washington 
Jennie Cho ................................... . Lafayette, Colorado Michael J. Lampedecchio ...... Needham, Massachusetts 
Jeremiah V. Church ............................... Davie, Florida Kathryn Anne Larkin ............................ Davie, Florida 
Renee Clark ................. Bloomfield Township, Michigan Brad Salvatore Laudicina ................ Bradenton, Florida 
Valerie Croteau* ............................. Plantation, Florida LaTasha Danielle Lawrence ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Markham Douglas Dailey ............... Plantation, Florida Kelly H. Le ...................................... St. Louis, Missouri 
Dedrix Benjamin Daka ................. jacksonville, Florida Tammy Kim Le ....................... .. ........... Apopka, Florida 
Kaylie My Dau ......................... Tarpon Springs, Florida Ben Edward Leonard .............................. Davie, Florida 
Michelle Nicole De Leon ...................... Miami, Florida Hui Yi Liu* ............................................. Davie, Florida 
Todd Ryan Dimmick ...................... Melbourne, Florida Matthew R. Lopez ......................... jacksonville, Florida 
Anh Vuong Do .................................. Orlando, Florida Hong Luu .................................. Union City, California 
Tiffany A. Doan ..................................... Davie, Florida Ashley Rae Lynn .................................... Davie, Florida 
Haleh Ebrahimi ..................................... Miami, Florida Chad Daniel Mahaffey .................. Lake Placid, Florida 
Shannon Marie Evans ................... Camden, Delaware Blake Ronald Marsden* ..... Oakville, Ontario, Canada 
Sophia K. Fotinos ................................. Westlake, Ohio Leigh Ann Mast.. ............................... Sarasota, Florida 
Suchi Gala ................................... Holbrook, New York LeeAnn E. McCafferty* ........................ Davie, Florida 
Chantel Nicole Garcia* ............. Palmetto Bay, Florida Wesdon McCann* .............. London, Ontario, Canada 
Whitney Gillen ................... Columbia, South Carolina Thy Mim ....................................... Modesto, California 
Aidin Dean Gogerdchi ............... Annapolis, Maryland Urchna Kishor Morar .. Rancho Palos Verdes, California 
Sandra Lynn Griffin ..................... Bainbridge, Georgia Carmen Perez Moreno ............. Sacramento, California 
Nina Gupta* ............. Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada Johnny Paul Morette ............... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Thanh Thao Thi Ho* ....................... Orlando, Florida Amanda Louise Morris ................... Plantation, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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Stephanie Renee NebeL ..... ...... ... Utica, Pennsylvania Karine Shagoyan .................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Anh Tram Nguyen ...... ..... ..... .... ... ..... .. Fairfax, Virginia Marli Stephanie Shelson ... Thornhill, Ontario, Canada 
Nancy Nguyen ........... ........................ Orlando, Florida Ruth Ann Smith* ...... ... ...... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Angela Pary Nimroozi ................ . Springdale, Arkansas Stephanie M. Stanlick ............. Peterborough, Ontario, 
David Jay Overholt ............................ Tamarac, Florida Canada 
Timothy J. Owens ............. ..................... Davie, Florida Hoa Nu Hue Tran ........... ..... ..... ....... Moore, Oklahoma 
Arthur Chul Park ..... .................. Puyallup, Washington John Tran ...................................... Oakland, California 
Lisa Park* ..... ......... ................... Lawrenceville, Georgia Regina Tran .... ................. .................. Orlando, Florida 
Binal G. Patel* .. .......... ....... .... ... ..... Fort Myers, Florida Viet Thanh Tran ........................ ....... ... Houston, Texas 
Margi Patel .. ... ....... .................... Rotonda West, Florida Richard Quy Van ... ............................. Pearland, Texas 
Sameer Patel.. .... ........... Scarborough, Ontario, Canada See S. Vang* .. .................................. Fresno, California 
Jessica M. Pitts ............. ..... ..... .... .. ... .. ... . Sunrise, Florida Kimberly Crystle Vazquez ........... ...... .... Jupiter, Florida 
Michael T. Reeder ................ Grand Junction, Colorado Anthony Q. VU .......................... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Derek A. Richardson** ............... Dania Beach, Florida DanNhi Thi Vu .................. . Moreno Valley, California 
Diana Leigh Ries ... ......... .. Downingtown, Pennsylvania Sze Ming Wai ........ ..... ..... ..... .... .. St. Augustine, Florida 
Lauren Elizabeth Roderick* ......... Clarkston, Michigan Sarah Elizabeth Westcarth ... ..... ........... Miami, Florida 
Brian Michael Runda ........................... Oviedo, Florida Vicky Wing Lai Wong ........... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Seth Tiave Salima ................................. Mesa, Arizona Cassandra Ruth Young .................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Kritika Salooja .......... ..... ..... ....... St. Augustine, Florida Aura M. Zambrano* .. ........... ......... Hollywood, Florida 
Lisette Christine Scheer* ...................... Davie, Florida Paul Zaugg .............. ..... .. Mississauga, Ontario, Canada 
Karuna Susila Seidman* ........ Middle Island, New York Jinghui Zhang ......... .................... .. Carlsbad, California 
Somayeh Semati ........... .......................... Davie, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
Presented by Andres Malave, Ph.D., M.S., B.S.Ph. 
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY 
Mina Ishak Abdalla ............................ Weston, Florida 
Monica Abdou .............................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Marisa Abrahiem** ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ivannesie Roxanne Acosta .. San German, Puerto Rico 
Adeleke Adetola Agbejule ................ Miramar, Florida 
Luis Enrique Aldana ............................. Miami, Florida 
Anllel Alfonso ....................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Robin Jeanette Allardyce ................ Saginaw, Michigan 
Jennifer Elizabeth Almarales* ............... Doral, Florida 
Soibel Almora ..................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Melissa Susan Anderson ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Natasha Antonovich ......................... Orlando, Florida 
Osmarily Arce Bulted ..................... Ponce, Puerto Rico 
Rebeca Arocho ............................... Moca, Puerto Rico 
Alameen Toufik Asgaralli .................... Ocala, Florida 
Poe Aung Gyi** .............................. Yangon, Myanmar 
Keila Ilushka Ayala .......... Sabana Grande, Puerto Rico 
Richard S. Baker .......................... Marshfield, Missouri 
Jason John BaMaung ................................ Niles, Illinois 
Genevieve Vazquez Barreiro ... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Reinaldo Basanez Castro ...................... Miami, Florida 
Lindsey Colleen Bates .......................... Naples, Florida 
Ryan Bausch ............................ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Roberto Carlos Becerra ....................... Hialeah, Florida 
Brenda Belferman .................... ............. Miami, Florida 
Frank Bellido de Luna ...................... Key West, Florida 
Marcela Betanoff* ................................. Miami, Florida 
Gabriella Eileen Blyumin* ............. Hollywood, Florida 
Terrell Wayne Bohannon ..................... Miami, Florida 
Ashley Ann Bomarito* .......... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Ryan W. Braun .............................. Greenacres, Florida 
Frederika Braverman** ................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Mariel Shoshana Brown ................ . Longwood, Florida 
Justin D. Brownstein .............................. Davie, Florida 
Mulugeta Teka Bulti.. .......... . West Palm Beach, Florida 
Aimee Bunyea .... .... ........ .... .......... Mahopac, New York 
Marigel D. Camero* .............................. Miami, Florida 
Ania Canovas* ..................................... Miami, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Jose Carlos Carrion ..................... Mount Dora, Florida 
Israel Castillo Gonzalez .... .. ............ Hollywood, Florida 
Cindy Chan* ......................................... Miami, Florida 
Ph anna Chhuor ............................. Corona, California 
Carem Michelle Cintron ........ .]uana Diaz, Puerto Rico 
Stephanie Conklin* ........ Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Alesa Yevgenyevna Courson ...... Delray Beach, Florida 
Tracy Lynn Cowell... .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Thomas Cunliffe ................ .... .............. Tampa, Florida 
Jessica Dabady .................. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Manisha De* .......................... . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ariadna Del Rio .............................. Plantation, Florida 
Neema Dholakia ........... Monroe Township, New Jersey 
Thanh Doan ......................... New Port Richey, Florida 
Stephanie M. Duesler .................. ........... Davie, Florida 
Indira S. Dupotey-Rubi ............... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Jessica Holland Estes .................... Winter Park, Florida 
Matthew Joshua Felser ...... .. .............. Tamarac, Florida 
Joseph A. Felt .............................. La Crosse, Wisconsin 
Marlen Flores Carrasquillo ............ Cogua, Puerto Rico 
Amanda Foster ............................... Wellington, Florida 
Ruth Daliana Fred ................. Rio Grande, Puerto Rico 
Tina Chiara Fregeolle ............................ Davie, Florida 
Danny Galarza Burgos .................... Yauco, Puerto Rico 
Nicole B. Ganzer ........................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Jason Carl Gause .............................. Riverview, Florida 
Justin Spencer Geoffrion .......... Weeki Wachee, Florida 
Serene Angadiath George ........... Cooper City, Florida 
Tenille D'Andrea Gilzene ............... Lauderhill, Florida 
Evelyn Gomez .... ...... ........................... Hialeah, Florida 
Diego Fernando Gomez-Morales .......... Port Charlotte, 
Florida 
Harold H. Gonzalez .................... Miami Beach, Florida 
Irina Gonzalez* ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Lymarta Guadalupe Gonzalez Santiago ...... Guayama, 
Puerto Rico 
Arthur Graber .................................. Aventura, Florida 
Diana Graibe ......................................... Davie, Florida 
Andrew Dean Guvetis ......... West Palm Beach, Florida Jorge Luis Morales ................... Guayanilla, Puerto Rico 
Jenna L. Hagerty ................................. Weston, Florida Lynett Morales ............................ Miami Lakes, Florida 
Chad Travis Hawkshead ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Nariman Movaffagh ........................ . Aurora, Colorado 
Brett David Hensley* ............... Nazareth, Pennsylvania Rodney S. Moya ........ ... ......................... Miami, Florida 
Neida M. Heredia ......................... Arecibo, Puerto Rico John W. Muggli .......................... Port St. Lucie, Florida 
Joanna Solano Herrera ...... ............... Miramar, Florida Viktor V. Navolokov ..................... Brooklyn, New York 
Yoliset Herrera ........... .... ... ........... ....... ... Davie, Florida Evelyn Thuy Trang Ngo ...................... DeBary, Florida 
Kimberly Hester ................................ Seminole, Florida Chinh Ngoc Nguyen .............................. Davie, Florida 
Kristen Marie Hillebrand ................. Snellville, Georgia Katherine Nguyen ................. San Francisco, California 
Terri Lynn Hoffmann ........................... Miami, Florida Kristy Nguyen ........................... .. Oak Hills, California 
Ka Tung Hui* .... ...... ........ .... . West Palm Beach, Florida Ngoc Xuan Thi Nguyen ................ Stockton, California 
Steve Huynh .................... ....... .. ........... Garland, Texas Chelsea E. Nichols .............................. Weston, Florida 
Alicia Marie Ianuzelli* ........................... Davie, Florida Vivianne Nigri ........................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Ann A. Iglesias-Carrillo ............ San Juan, Puerto Rico Aliercy Nunez* ..................... Hialeah Gardens, Florida 
Mohammed M. Imam .. .... ... ......... Lake Worth, Florida Briana Courtney O'Sullivan ....... Palm Beach Gardens, 
Jewel M. John .. ....................................... Davie, Florida Florida 
Ada Olga Jove .................. .. ........... Hatillo, Puerto Rico Theresa Lynn Pace** .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Aneesa Khan .. ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Maria Padron ........................................ Miami, Florida 
Chomanard Angela Khantaveth ....... Margate, Florida Ivan Lazaro Page ................................... Miami, Florida 
Ki-Poong Kim .................................. . Aventura, Florida Bhavik Vinod Patel ................................ Davie, Florida 
Kassandra Shay Kirk ......... .... . West Melbourne, Florida Dharmendrakumar Babulal Patel ... Ahmedabad, India 
Susan Christine Krug .......... .. ......... Hollywood, Florida Kaushal Patel... ............................ West Chicago, Illinois 
Jacqueline Marie Lacal... ....................... Miami, Florida T ammana Patel ........................... Dania Beach, Florida 
Hoai Minh Le .......... ..... ... .................... Sunrise, Florida Franceslyn Pellot.. .................... Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 
Huong Que Le .......... ......... ... Garden Grove, California Jonathan Perez ............................. Fajardo, Puerto Rico 
Jae Hui Lee ......... .......... ...... ... .. ........ ..... Tampa, Florida Oliber Perez ......................................... .. Miami, Florida 
Mirima Leyva** ...... ...... ...... ............ ...... Miami, Florida Yaritza Esther Perez Suarez .. San Sebastian, Puerto Rico 
Patricia L. Lluch ............... .. ............. Ponce, Puerto Rico Janel Amaris Perez-Pizarro ........... Lake Worth, Florida 
Stephanie Marie Lopez ... .Lakeshore, Ontario, Canada Denise Ianthe Perry ............................ Hialeah, Florida 
Lizanee Lorenzo ......................... .. Aguada, Puerto Rico Michael Perry .......................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Jonathan Louis Marquez** ............. Astoria, New York Khoa Van Pham ................................. Orlando, Florida 
Ivette Lianys Martell ........ ........ .... .... ..... Miami, Florida Jonathan Michael Phillips ................. Margate, Florida 
Brittany Leigh Martinez ......... ............... Miami, Florida Willisa Marika Pinney ........ St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 
Massiel Maria Martinez .......... .......... ..... Miami, Florida Stephanie Prichard .............. ......... Gainesville, Georgia 
Sandra Mathoslah ........................... Sugar Land, Texas Yuliet Quesada** ................... ........ ...... Hialeah, Florida 
Joshua McWilliam ........................... Plantation, Florida Daniel Philip Quinn .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Luz Noemi Melendez ............. Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico Marlen Quintana .................................. Miami, Florida 
Israel Mercado ....................... .... ... ... Lauderhill, Florida Kenrick Raza* ................................... Miramar, Florida 
Nailim Milian ................... .................... Miami, Florida Matthew Allen Reik* ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Munzareen Nishat Mirza ...... West Palm Beach, Florida Guirlene Ribagnac .................. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Himler Mondesir ..................... Boynton Beach, Florida Christopher Thomas Ridley ............. Roanoke, Virginia 
Lysvette Montalvo ........................... Manquin, Virginia Marieli Rivera ..... ............................ Ponce, Puerto Rico 
Gillian Andrene Moore .................. Lauderhill, Florida Kristy 1. Rodriguez-Colon ...... .luana Diaz, Puerto Rico 
Jessica Grisselle Morales .. ............ Aguada, Puerto Rico Vilma Rivera Rodriguez ............. Toa Baja, Puerto Rico 
Yanira Torres Rodriquez .......... Guapanilla, Puerto Rico 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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Genoves Rosario Soto .................. ... Yauco, Puerto Rico Karen Michelle Valladares .......... ... . Ponce, Puerto Rico 
Cristina Marie Salas ...... ..................... Hialeah, Florida John Dinh Van ............................. Lake Worth, Florida 
Zoralys Marie Santiago ...................... Orlando, Florida Viviana Vargas-Jalali** .............. Miami Beach, Florida 
Harrinarine Seegulam ... ...... ....... .. Boca Raton, Florida Adriana E. Vazquez ................... ... Lake Worth, Florida 
Helen Michelle Sheffield ....................... Davie, Florida Rosa M. Vazquez .. .................... Guaynabo, Puerto Rico 
Mohammad Khairul Kabir Sheikh ... Miramar, Ftorida Vanessa Vera .... ..... ........ ..... ...... .... ... Plantation, Florida 
Neeketa Sheth .. ................................ Parkland, Florida Vanessa Viera** .................................... Miami, Florida 
Moe Kyaw Shwin* ......................... Rosedale, Maryland Aileen Villa ........................................... Miami, Florida 
Courtney Silver* ..... ...... ............ .. ..... Jericho, New York Mehi Giselle Vives ............................ Miramar, Florida 
Elizabeth Nicole Sizemore ................. .... Miami, Ftorida Andrew E. Volk ... ...... ........... .... ...... Rockford, Michigan 
Nicole Whitney Marie Smith ............ .. Gahanna, Ohio Chen-Chung Wang ............................... . Doral, Ftorida 
Brianna Suzanne Staff.. ................ Jacksonville, Ftorida Jennifer Marguerite Welding ............. Fort Lauderdale, 
Margaret Dimitra Stamatogianis .............. .. . Charlotte, Florida 
North Carolina Bryan Wilson ............................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Mario Stecco ............................... Miami Lakes, Ftorida Cedrick Chi Hang Wong ....... Willemstad, Netherlands 
Jeremy Thomas Stone .. ..... ... West Palm Beach, Florida Antilles 
Jason A. Stubblefield ............................ Sunrise, Florida Lily Wong .......................................... Dunedin, Florida 
Victoria Tam .................... North Miami Beach, Florida Nelson Lazaro Yester ............................. Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Elaine Thomas* ..... ......... Tallahassee, Florida Carmen Lee Ziss ................ .. North Lauderdale, Florida 
Brad M. Urban ... ... ............... West Palm Beach, Ftorida Richard Zudis .... .................. North Palm Beach, Florida 
Eduardo Javier Valdes ............................ Miami, Ftorida Vesna Zunic ............................. .. Coral Springs, Florida 
Jose Valdes ............... ...... .......... Pembroke Pines, Ftorida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE 
Presented by Anthony J. Silvagni, D.O., Pharm.D., M.Sc., FACOFP dist. 
DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE 
Nicole Abell .. ............. ..... ...... ...... ....... Albany, Georgia 
Keivan Abtahi* ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Ana Aldea ................................ Glen Ridge, New Jersey 
Camille Nicole Alvarado-Pinguelo ........ North Haven, 
Connecticut 
Demetri Peter Andreadis ............ Palm Beach Gardens, 
Florida 
Hashem Azad** ................ ....... Chittagong, Bangladesh 
Jonathan Forest Balog ................... ....... Tampa, Florida 
James A. Berry .... ........ ......... .. ...... ..... ... Olathe, Kansas 
Shauna Elizabeth Berry .. ........ ... .......... Tampa, Florida 
Laura Anne Bertolino ........ ..... ..... Northville, Michigan 
David Bhola ............................ Daytona Beach, Florida 
Marina G. Bishai.. ......................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Daniel Blackaby ............................ Arcadia, Oklahoma 
Seth Jonathan Bleicher .............. Miami Beach, Florida 
Mara Angela Bozza** ........... Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Darrell Ryan Braham ....... ..... . Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
George Alan Brant ..................... Crystal River, Florida 
Leigh Anne Bressler* ... ...... ........ ... ..... Atlanta, Georgia 
Amber Lynn Brittain ............. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Laura Alissa Brosbe** .................... Hollywood, Florida 
Steven Evans Brown .............................. Davie, Florida 
Michelle Joy Brucal.. .......... Windsor, Ontario, Canada 
David Joseph Buczkowske ..... ...... . New Smyrna Beach, 
Florida 
Eliana Cardozo ... ......................... ........... Davie, Florida 
Brett Adam Carestia ......... .... Langhorne, Pennsylvania 
Vilma Carson .............. ................ Orange Park, Florida 
Roberto Carlos Castillo .............. Monroe, Connecticut 
Maanasi Himanshu Chandarana ............ Pinellas Park, 
Florida 
Wassim Mohamad Chehouri ........ Dearborn, Michigan 
Eleanor Chen ............ La Canada Flintridge, California 
Saira Rachel Cherian ........................ Miramar, Florida 
Ryan Chizner ......................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Samantha Choudhury .................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Robert D. Coffin ............................... Oldsmar, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Danielle Nicole Conahan ............ Westhampton Beach, 
New York 
James Christopher Coyle ........... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Craig 1. Crespi ................................. Plantation, Florida 
Jenna Mary Crowe ..... East Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
Brad Victor Culling* .......... Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Deepu Danny Daniel ..................... Hollywood, Florida 
Mithun Sam Daniel .... ................... Hollywood, Florida 
Andrew Michael Dec .............. Wilton Manors, Florida 
Thayanne Camargo Delima ................. Miami, Florida 
Leah Delumpa ... .. ................ .... .......... . Orlando, Florida 
Reshma Ashok Desai .................... Friendswood, Texas 
Neetu Dhawan ................. ............... Plantation, Florida 
Brian Do ........................... .. ............ .......... Plano, Texas 
Krista Marie Dowdell ..................... Clearwater, Florida 
Nathaniel John Drexler ................... Boulder, Colorado 
Chantelle Galya Dufresne .. .......... ........ Jupiter, Florida 
Justin Clay Duke ............................ Corinth, Mississippi 
Miglena Dzhupanova* .. ... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Scott E. Edele ........................... Lindenhurst, New York 
Mark Elliott .................. .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Cameron Cody Esmkhani ................... Tampa, Florida 
Ileana Farrada** ......................... North Miami, Florida 
Katherine Elizabeth Fogel... Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 
Fred Fridman .......... ....................... ... ... Portland, Maine 
Lindsay Elizabeth Frye ...................... Miramar, Florida 
George Heyward Fulghum ........... Swainsboro, Georgia 
Elizabeth Anne Furgat ..... .............. Wood Dale, Illinois 
Steven Garcia** .................................. Hialeah, Florida 
Yuliya Gatina .................... ......... ..... Plantation, Florida 
Nicole Aleida Gavallas ......................... Miami, Florida 
Hilary N. Gerber ............. ........ ............. Sunrise, Florida 
Juliann Marie Giese .................... . Port Orange, Florida 
Wesley Michael Gladin .... ........... ..... Riverview, Florida 
Michelle Lynn Gonsalves ............... Key Largo, Florida 
Mark Alexander Gonzales .......... Indianapolis, Indiana 
Emily Greer ......... .................. ... Boone, North Carolina 
Jonathan Robert Grima .. .................. Bronx, New York 
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Alexandra Jean Grob ... Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 
Dane D. Gruenebaum .......... Browns Mills, New Jersey 
Xavier Joaquin Guerrero ................... Miramar, Florida 
Jonathan S. Guirguis ........... Clearwater Beach, Florida 
Heidi Eleanor Hagerott ........... Mandan, North Dakota 
Toni Lynne Hall... ............................. Seminole, Florida 
Rachael Han ................................ Glendale, California 
Jason Mitchell Hardwick* ............ Fayetteville, Georgia 
Andrew Seth Harris ............................... Davie, Florida 
Miranda Gayle Haskins .................. St. Louis, Missouri 
Paul Yongbo He ................ .. .................... Hilliard, Ohio 
Brandon David Hecht.. ..................... Parkland, Florida 
Tasha Sheree Hellu .............. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Chelsey Holmes ........................... Cooper City, Florida 
Kate Chandler Hoppock ................... Evanston, Illinois 
Zachary Allen Hothem* ............... Cape Coral, Florida 
Patrick John Hurley ........................ Amherst, New York 
Nadim Aoun Jaber ................................ Miami, Florida 
Karsten Jennings ............................. Duluth, Minnesota 
Douglas Robert Johnson ......... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Eric Scott Johnson ..................... Kansas City, Missouri 
Franz Stephen Jones ..................... Cooper City, Florida 
Kristin Kang .................................. Rockville, Maryland 
Jonathan Scott Kaplan ........... Williamsville, New York 
Farzad Hashemi Karkvandeian ............ Tampa, Florida 
Jeremie Nicolas Karsenti* ............ North Miami Beach, 
Florida 
Constance Vasiliki Katsafanas ........ Longwood, Florida 
Brendan Lloyd Kavanaugh ............. Fairport, New York 
Marium Fatima Kazmi .......................... Miami, Florida 
Jessica Ashley Kelner ............................. Davie, Florida 
Victor Herbert Kha .................... . Shreveport, Louisiana 
Mohsen Khan ........................................ Skokie, Illinois 
George Abraham Khouri ... Charleston, South Carolina 
Panyamol Pam Kittipongdaja ............. Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida 
Lacy Little Knowles ................. Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Daniel Allen Kobrinski ...................... Ashtabula, Ohio 
Karoline Korah ....................................... Davie, Florida 
Vicky Kosakowski .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Nonna Kozlenko ........................... Palm Coast, Florida 
Lindsay Renee LaCorte .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Marie Lamothe ............................. Cooper City, Florida 
Nahian Latif. ......................................... Tigard, Oregon 
Hyun Cheol Lee .............................. West Linn, Oregon 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Christopher Carl Leibner .................... Tavares, Florida 
Mark C. Lentner* ............... Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Brett Stephen Levine .......................... Weston, Florida 
Benjamin Elliot Lippmann ............... Tamarac, Florida 
Rusty Mark Loyferman ........................ Houston, Texas 
Michael J. Luca ................................ Rockledge, Florida 
John Richard Luksch ............... Blackwood, New Jersey 
Pallavi Luthra ................................ Enola, Pennsylvania 
Rahul Mahapatra ........................ Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Laith Mohamed Mahdi .... Thornhill, Ontario, Canada 
William Phillip Leonard Main** ...... . Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida 
Yuliya Malayev ............................. Clarkston, Michigan 
Amanda Rae Manceau ....................... Lakeway, Texas 
Scott Mandell ............................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Salman Mandhai ........................... Hollywood, Florida 
Jason M. Manzella ....................... Pinellas Park, Florida 
Daniel Martin .................... Lackawaxen, Pennsylvania 
Samer Masri .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Jubin Mathews .............................. Holbrook, New York 
Dustin Webster Campbel May ... Coral Gables, Florida 
Ann Mazor-Reed .............................. Aventura, Florida 
Kathryn L. Mazza ................................... Davie, Florida 
Brendan Douglas McCay ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Brenton Daniel McCoy .............. St. Petersburg, Florida 
George Anthony McKean** ...... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Donald Charles McMillan .............. Holland, Michigan 
Jonathan Paul Meyer .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Riley O'Hara Meyer* ................... Janesville, Wisconsin 
Ryan James Mikac ........................ Alexandria, Virginia 
Allison Kathleen Moore ............... Tallahassee, Florida 
Robert Morgan ............................. Cooper City, Florida 
Patrick Motz ....................... El Dorado Hills, California 
Kristen Elaine Muller ............................. Davie, Florida 
Ergen Muso ............................................ Largo, Florida 
Natasha N. Nanpatee ...................... Kissimmee, Florida 
Jason Navarro ....................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Lindsey Rachel Newman-Dufresne ....... Merritt Island, 
Florida 
ShukShin Ng ........................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Benjamin P. O'Neil ...................... .}acksonville, Florida 
Kaylesh K. Pandya ........................... Plantation, Florida 
Priya Rajendra Patel ......................... Aventura, Florida 
Shirali Gaurang Patel... ....................... Addison, Illinois 
Sonesh Bhupendra Patel ............... Clackamas, Oregon 
Raymon Adrian Patron .................. Jamaica, New York 
Katherine Tanya Peicher ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Brittany Dunn Perkins ............... Coral Springs, Florida 
Dominic Perrino .................................. Norwood, Ohio 
Avinash S. Persad ........................... Plantation, Florida 
Kristopher Michael Peters ... Fernandina Beach, Florida 
Bryan Lucas Peterson ............................... Irving, Texas 
Layne Alexander Phillips ................ St. Charles, Illinois 
Lam Minh Phung ......................... Windermere, Florida 
Jayde M. PickeL ............................... Palm Bay, Florida 
Rachel Pierre Latibeaudiere ........... Wellington, Florida 
Alexander David Plocki ............. Carlisle, Pennsylvania 
Alejandra Ponce .............................. Brownsville, Texas 
Leeor 1. Porges ................................. Plantation, Florida 
Steven Paul Porto .............................. Parkland, Florida 
David Scott Posnick .............. Nashua, New Hampshire 
Katherine Ann Puckett ................... Pensacola, Florida 
David Ian Rabinowitz ................ North Miami, Florida 
Julia M. Rabolli ...................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jaclyn Walbroehl Railsback ........... Southwest Ranches, 
Florida 
Benjamin Jeremy Reinherz ........... New York, New York 
Lisa Yi Requena ........................ Bossier City, Louisiana 
Rachel Anne Reyes ........................... Chino, California 
Nina Thakkar Rivera .......... Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Dale Lewis Robinson .................. Terre Haute, Indiana 
Pierre Rojas ........................................... Miami, Florida 
Patricia Carolina Roman ............... Fort Myers, Florida 
Elizabeth Lee Ropp* ..................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Lincoln George Ropp* .................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Cesar Rosa ........................................... Weston, Florida 
Cielo Zislis Rose ............................. Hollywood, Florida 
Joshua Bert Rothenberg* ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Heather Michelle Ruff ...................... Cedar Hill, Texas 
Caryn Rebecca Russman ... Farmington Hills, Michigan 
Andrew Shakib Sakla ............. Downers Grove, Illinois 
Monique Makeba Samuel .............. Hollywood, Florida 
Angela Lucille Sargeant* ............. Appleton, Wisconsin 
Sahar Sarrami ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Danielle L. Selema ................................ Miami, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Badal Sunil Shah* ........................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Denisha Champakbhai Shah ................ Point Pleasant, 
West Virginia 
Meghna Manoj Shah ...................... Latham, New York 
Mitesh Shah ............................... Sayreville, New Jersey 
Palav Jitendra Shah ...................... Bourbonnais, Illinois 
Vishala Sharma ............................ Lake Worth, Florida 
Sarah F. Siddiqui ................................ Orlando, Florida 
Joshua Adrian Simon .................. Palm Springs, Florida 
Prachi Singh ....................... Mountain View, California 
Ian Eric Solomon ........................ Levittown, New York 
Jennifer Stark ......................... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Daren Dianan Subnaik ................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Ryan Surmaitis* ............................ Celebration, Florida 
Nicole Elizabeth Tafuri ................. Tallahassee, Florida 
Tamara Tatunchak ........................ Bethesda, Maryland 
Spencer Tavares ........................................ Orem, Utah 
Thomas Tokarz ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Michelle Tom ................................... Winslow, Arizona 
Oanh N. Tran .................................... Margate, Florida 
Thanh Tran ....................... Fountain Valley, California 
William Trinh .................................... Orlando, Florida 
Philip Pons Valmores ......................... Orlando, Florida 
Raj Vishnagara ............................... Gainesville, Florida 
Hoang Minh Vo .............. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Nitin A. Wadhwa ....................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Roger Ashley Walker ................. Delray Beach, Florida 
Zachary Austin Wichner ....................... Davie, Florida 
Dean Michael Wieczorek ............... Holland, New York 
Jennifer Ellen Wilson ..................... Clearwater, Florida 
Toller Wilson-Weisser ............. Plantsville, Connecticut 
Michael Wolff ..................... Newberry, South Carolina 
Richard Wong ..................... Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Michael Alexander Worobel... .......... Stacy, Minnesota 
Jason Lee Yarsley ................................. DeBary, Florida 
Emily Elizabeth Young ............... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Cindy Yuen .............................. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Philip Won Yun ............................. Potomac, Maryland 
Sandy Zambrano* ............................. Miramar, Florida 
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COLLEGE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES 
Presented by Harold E. Laubach, Ph.D., M.S., B.S. 
MASTER OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE 
Alecia Shamel Folkes ........ .. .............. Orlando, Florida Matthew 1. Pickron ............... .. .... Johns Creek, Georgia 
Stacie Kikumi Hirota ................ .. ....... Lombard, Illinois 
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE 
Presented by Anthony J. Silvagni, D.O., Pharm.D., M.Sc., FACOFP dist. 
MASTER OF BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS 
Majed Daifallah H. Alahmadi ... Jeddah (West Region), Amber Henry** .. ............................. Clermont, Florida 
Saudi Arabia Krystina Elizabeth Hernandez** .... ... . Pembroke Pines, 
Michelet Alcy* ........... ... ....... ..... ..... .. . Tamarac, Florida Florida 
Vidhya Lakshmi Babu** .................. Fishkill, New York Richelene U. Joseph ......... ................. Miramar, Florida 
Fritz Gerald Barionette ................. Cape Coral, Florida Vidya Gnana Prakasam ............... Baltimore, Maryland 
Angel Rafael Brana* ................... .. Tallahassee, Florida Sharifah Ramsay* .......................... Jamaica, New York 
Elaina Lee Franks** ........... ... ............... Arab, Alabama Joseph Guy Sconzo** ............................ Jupiter, Florida 
William Freeze** ........................ Miami Beach, Florida Jenna Shrigley** ................. Glasgow, United Kingdom 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Camille Nicole Alvarado-Pinguelo ...... .. North Haven, Mark Alexander Gonzales .......... Indianapolis, Indiana 
Connecticut Emily Greer .............................. Boone, North Carolina 
Melanie Barthlow .......................... Richmond, Virginia Ramy Habib ...................... Framingham, Massachusetts 
Kimberly Samantha Bond ......... St. Catherine, Jamaica Adam Michael Hafley ....................... Belle Isle, Florida 
Virginia L. Brantley ..................... Port Orange, Florida Robert Carl Hill .......................... ......... Sunrise, Florida 
Bethan E. Campbell ........ .. ............ Cape Coral, Florida Chelsey Holmes ........................... Cooper City, Florida 
Roberto Carlos Castillo .............. Monroe, Connecticut Paula Howard .......................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Krystle Curling .............................. Tallahassee, Florida Kanokwan Komolvasri ................... Bangkok, Thailand 
Ana Carolina De Oliveira Crew ....... Sunnyvale, Texas Nonna Kozlenko ........................... Palm Coast, Florida 
Ima-obong Ekwere ...... ..... .... ..... ............ Miami, Florida Sanjeev Kumar .............................. Dayton, New Jersey 
Tania Nohelia EspinaL ................... Lakeland, Florida Lindsay Renee LaCorte .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Roberto Fernandez ................................ Miami, Florida Loyda Lavado Rosales ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Phyllis J. Filker. ...................... Sea Ranch Lakes, Florida Christopher Carl Leibner. ..... ....... ....... Tavares, Florida 
Dina Ghaly .... ..... ............... Framingham, Massachusetts Yuliya Malayev ............................. Clarkston, Michigan 
Isaac Glickfield ........................... North Miami, Florida Jawed Manjlai .............. .. ........ .. .... ......... Houston, Texas 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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Anna C. Martins .......................... Juno Beach, Florida Ellis E. Perez ....................................... Orlando, Florida 
Aurea Amarilis Mendez ...... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Lissette Perez ........................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Dean W. Metz .... ....... ......................... Sarasota, Florida Berry Pierre ...... .. .................. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Carol Nohelia Montoya ............... La Ceiba, Honduras Kristi Marie Puente ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Allison Kathleen Moore ....... ........ Tallahassee, Florida Cielo Zislis Rose ............................. Hollywood, Florida 
Michelle Alecia Moore ................... Lauderhill, Florida Andrea Schaeffer .................... .... . Brownsburg, Indiana 
LaShandra Noe'l Morgan ................. North Charleston, Meghna Manoj Shah ...................... Latham, New York 
South Carolina Rushita Shah ..................... Lake Hiawatha, New Jersey 
Patrick Motz.. ..................... El Dorado Hills, California Karthik Reguram Sivaraman ............... Rochester Hills, 
Martha Jeannethe Mutis ........ New Rochelle, New York Michigan 
Tara K. Normandin ........ ..... ...... Long Beach, New York Ashley Marie Sotiros ............ Germantown, Wisconsin 
Lorraine North .......................... Port Charlotte, Florida Thanh Tran .... .. ................ . Fountain Valley, California 
Benjamin P. O'Neil ....................... Jacksonville, Florida Brandon Michael Weeks ..................... Gray, Louisiana 
Christopher Martin Palermo ......... Clearwater, Florida Danny G. Whu ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Aneet Panesar .................... .. .............. Orlando, Florida Zachary Austin Wichner ....................... Davie, Florida 
Robert Henry Parkes ...................... Wellington, Florida Emily Elizabeth Young ............... St. Petersburg, Florida 






Journalist, Author, and Health Care Policy Analyst 
Jonathan Cohn is a journalist, author, and nationally recognized 
analyst of health care policy. He is a senior editor at The New 
Republic, where he covers domestic policy and politics, and the 
author of Sick: The Untold Story of America's Health Care Crisis-and 
the People Who Pay the Price. 
Cohn has been called "one of the nation's leading experts on health 
care policy" by the Washington Post and "one of the best health care 
writers out there" by The New York Times. His coverage of social 
justice issues has won the Sidney Hillman and Harry Chapin media awards. Sick was a finalist for the 
Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award and the New York Public Library's Helen Bernstein Award. It 
was also named one of the year's best books by the Chicago Tribune. Cohn was also a two-time finalist 
for the Livingston Award for Young Journalists, which recognizes writers under 35. 
A columnist for Kaiser Health News and contributing editor at the American Prospect, Cohn has written 
for many national publications, including The Times, the Post, Newsweek, Rolling Stone, Self, and Slate. 
He is also a regular commentator on politics and policy in the media, appearing on such shows as 
NPR's Fresh Air, MSNBC's The Rachel Maddow Show, and Comedy Central's The Colbert Report. 
Cohn is presently a senior fellow at the think-tank Demos and member of the National Academy of 
Social Insurance. Previously, he has been a media fellow with the Kaiser Family Foundation and a 
Griffith Leadership Center fellow at the University of Michigan. 
Cohn grew up in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where he became a devoted fan of the Miami Dolphins. A 
Harvard University graduate, he is also a loyal Boston Red Sox fan. But, his primary devotion is to his 
wife and two children, with whom he now lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
UNIVERSITY VISION, MISSION, AND CORE VALUES 
VISION 2020 STATEMENT 
By 2020, through excellence and innovations in teaching, research, service, and learning, Nova 
Southeastern University will be recognized by accrediting agencies, the academic community, 
and the general public as a premier, private, not-for-profit university of quality and distinction that 
engages all students and produces alumni who serve with integrity in their lives, fields of study, and 
resulting careers. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Nova Southeastern University, a private, not-for-profit institution, is to offer a diverse 
array of innovative academic programs that complement on-campus educational opportunities and 
resources with accessible, distance-learning programs to foster academic excellence, intellectual 
inquiry, leadership, research, and commitment to community through engagement of students and 












PHYSICAL THERAPY OATH 
As I enter the profession of physical therapy, I solemnly and willingly pledge the following: 
I will strive to demonstrate professionalism as reflected in the APTA's Core Values in all my professional and 
personal endeavors. 
I will respect the rights and dignity of all individuals and will provide compassionate care. 
I will be trustworthy in all aspects of physical therapy practice. 
I will place the welfare of my patients above my own selFinterest. 
I will provide accurate and relevant information to patients about their care and to the public about physical 
therapy services. 
I will exercise sound judgment and comply with the laws and regulations that govern physical therapy, and 
will protect the public from unethical, incompetent, and illegal acts. 
I will maintain professional competence and promote high standards for physical therapy practice, education, 
and research. 
I will address the health needs of society and strive to effect changes that benefit patients and the community. 
I will contribute to the body of knowledge that is physical therapy. 
I will respect the rights, knowledge, and skills of colleagues and other health care professionals, and seek 
consultation whenever the welfare of the patient may be advanced. 
Thus, with this pledge, I freely accept the responsibilities that accompany the academic preparation for, and 
the practice of, physical therapy. 
DENTAL MEDICINE OATH 
I do hereby affirm my loyalty to the profession I am about to enter. 
I will be mindful always of my great responsibility to preserve the health of my patients, to retain their 
confidence and respect, and to perform faithfully my professional duties. 
I will be ever vigilant in aiding in the general welfare of the community, sustaining its laws and institutions, 
not engaging in those practices which will in any way bring shame or discredit upon myself or my profession. 
I will endeavor to work in accord with my colleagues in a spirit of progressive cooperation. 
And I will look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me my art. 
To my college I will be loyal and strive for its best interests and for the interest of the students who will come 
after me. 
I will ever be alert to further the application of basic biological truths, and technical advances in my chosen 




With full deliberation, I freely and solemnly pledge that: 
I will practice the art and science of optometry faithfully and conscientiously, and to the fullest scope of my 
competence. 
I will uphold and honorably promote by example and action the highest standards, ethics, and ideals of my 
chosen profession, and the honor of the degree, Doctor of Optometry, which has been granted me. 
I will provide professional care for those who seek my services, with concern, with compassion, and with due 
regard for their human rights and dignity. 
I will place the treatment of those who seek my care above personal gain and strive to see that none shall lack 
for proper care. 
I will hold as privileged and inviolable all information entrusted to me in confidence by my patients. 
I will advise my patients fully and honestly of all which may serve to restore, maintain, or enhance their 
vision and general health. 
I will strive continuously to broaden my knowledge and skills so that my patients can benefit from all new 
and efficacious means to enhance the care of human vision. 
I will share information cordially and unselfishly with my fellow optometrists and other professionals for the 
benefit of patients and the advancement of human knowledge and welfare. 
I will do my utmost to serve my community, my country, and humankind, as a citizen as well as 
an optometrist. 
I hereby commit myself to be steadfast of this, my solemn oath and obligation. 
PHARMACIST'S OATH 
At this time, I vow to devote my professional life to the service of humankind through the profession 
of pharmacy. 
I will consider the welfare of humanity and relief of human suffering my primary concerns . 
I will apply my knowledge, experience, and skills to the best of my ability to assure optimal drug therapy 
outcomes for the patients I serve. 
I will keep abreast of developments and maintain professional competency in my profession of pharmacy. 
I will maintain the highest principles of moral, ethical, and legal conduct. 
I will embrace and advocate change in the profession of pharmacy that improves patient care. 
I take these vows voluntarily with the full realization of the responsibility with which I am entrusted 




I do hereby affirm my loyalty to the profession I am about to enter. 
I will be mindful always of my great responsibility to preserve the health and the life of my patients, to retain 
their confidence and respect both as a physician and a friend who will guard their secrets with scrupulous 
honor and fidelity, to perform faithfully my professional duties, to employ only those recognized methods of 
treatment consistent with good judgment and with my skills and ability, keeping in mind always nature's laws 
and the body's inherent capacity for recovery. 
I will be ever vigilant in aiding in the general welfare of the community, sustaining its laws and institutions, 
not engaging in those practices which will in any way bring shame or discredit upon myself or my profession. 
I will give no drugs for deadly purposes to any person, though it will be asked of me. 
I will endeavor to work in accord with my colleagues in a spirit of progressive cooperation and never by word 
or by act cast imputations upon them or their rightful practices. 
I will look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me my art. 
To my college I will be loyal and strive for its best interests and for the interest of the students who will come 
after me. 
I will ever be alert to further the application of basic biologic truths to the healing arts and to develop the 
principles of osteopathy which were first enunciated by Andrew Taylor Still. 
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Nova Southeastern University wishes to acknowledge those individuals whose efforts contributed to 
the coordination and direction of today's exercises. 
Michael Bacigalupi, Chennel Williams, Cyril Blavo, Dawn Brown-Cross, Debra Feingold Stern, 
Frances Franconeri, Jeanne DeCaro, Jennie Lou, Linda Wharton, Lori Beth Dribin, Madeleine 
Hellman, Rochelle Nappi, Bini Litwin, Lynne Cawley, Brittney Lyda, and Stanley Wilson for their 
support through the commencement process 
Mark Cavanaugh for coordinating, orchestrating, and directing today's commencement ensemble and to the 
members of the orchestra for their musical talents 
Elaine Poff for coordinating commencement exercises and program design 
Devri Pratt and Richard Kelch for assisting with the coordination of the commencement exercises and 
candidate invitations 
David Tyree for the announcement of candidates 
Dave Dawson and Mara Kiffin for work to promote the commencement season 
Nationwide Interpreter Resource, Inc., for sign language interpretation of the ceremony 
NSU Bookstore Staff 
NSU Call Center 
NSU Physical Plant Staff 
NSU Enrollment and Student Services Staff 
Werner Kahn Studios for the pictures of the graduates 
Nova Southeastern University Anthem 
© 2006, Marx Music, An Rights Reserved. Used with permission. 
NOTE: The appearance of a name on this program should not be interpreted as evidence of graduation. 
The student's permanent record, on file in the University Registrar's Office, remains the official testimony of 
the possession of a Nova Southeastern University degree . 
PROCESSION AND REGALIA 
The Academic Processional is a longstanding tradition that originated in the medieval university in 
the 11th and 12th centuries. Attired in cap, hood, and gown, the faculty would present itself and its 
students to the local community for inspection. 
The gown was originally thought to be worn for warmth and to denote authority and privilege. Today, 
the color of the gown for all degrees, although variations in the hood colors, represents the difference 
in the type and level of the degree. 
The medieval hood was worn as a protection from the elements or used as a satchel to carry scrolls 
and books. The modern hood worn today is lined with satin in the colors of the institution conferring 
the degree (Nova Southeastern University colors are blue and gray). 
In addition, the hood is trimmed with various colors of velvet facing, each color representing the 
academic discipline in which the degree has been granted. Salmon color has been designated to 
represent the public health degree, gold signifies medical sciences, peacock blue designates physical 
therapy, and lilac represents dental medicine. Kelly green has been selected as the appropriate 
color for osteopathic medicine and biomedical informatics, aqua for optometry, and olive green for 
pharmacy-the colors of life and growth. 
The academic cap, at one time worn by freed Roman slaves, signifies the wearer's right to academic 
freedom and attests to the dignity endowed upon the wearer and the responsibility for maintaining 
the highest practical and ethical standards. 
Graduates who have been recognized for academic achievement by the college or by an honor society 
are wearing medallions or honor cords. The medallions are worn by members of Psi Sigma Alpha, 
the national osteopathic medical honor society. The honor cords are worn by members of Rho Chi, 
the national pharmacy honor society, and Phi Lambda Sigma, the national pharmacy leadership 
society; by members of Beta Sigma Kappa, the international optometric honor society; by members 
of Omicron Kappa Upsilon, the national dental honor society; and by the top 10 percent of the 
graduating class of the College of Osteopathic Medicine. 
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MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a 
symbol to command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As 
newer and more powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of 
authority and today is frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and 
usher royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial 
processions was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, in 
the 15th century, it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern 
University of the Health Sciences, Nova 
University's mace bore a sterling silver "nova star" 
symbolizing the university's name and mission. 
Symbolically, Nova University's "nova star" burned 
brightly, providing educational enlightenment 
to the world. Today, a new sterling silver mace 
highlights the past, present, and future through the 
inclusion of the original "nova star" representing 
the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. 
When not in official use, the mace is displayed in 
the rotunda of the William and Norma Horvitz 
Administration Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova 
Southeastern University was created to be an 
innovative educational institution-to take the best of traditional education from the past and mold 
it to fit the needs of students for today and tomorrow. 
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